Some bills under consideration
2294 - The bill does not not limit the ability for anyone to receive an
abortion, but limits the state’s ability to use taxpayer funding to pay
for abortions.
2313 – Would raise the age for purchasing tobacco or vapor products
to 21 years.
SB 6443 has made the most progress to
2370 – Prohibits fantasy sports games because they constitute illegal
date. This bill literally calls for a repeal of
gambling.
the provisions in WAC 162-32 that opens
2374 – Creates a statewide statewide ammunition fee to fund local
up bathroom, locker room, and shower
public safety. (“Local public safety” is defined as creating a “county
facilities, and removes the Human Rights
criminal justice assistance account” in the state treasury.) Some of the
Commission’s authority to make rules on
account MIGHT be returned to your city or county if your county's
that subject ever again.
HB 2589 by Rep. Graham Hunt is a bill that amends the crime rate is high enough to warrant the need for the State's help! This
underlying civil rights law to clarify that the law did not intend to bill is built on the foundation of a VERY faulty premise that “gun
say that gender identity or gender expression are sufficient reasons to ownership is linked to increased gun-related homicide and accidental
enter a bathroom, locker room, or shower facility, and that biology deaths. (Chicago and NYC illustrate that this not true. As well as
must be accounted for in entry policies. This is the bill that Switzerland where every citizen MUST own a gun but there are NO
Chairman of House Judiciary Committee, Rep. Laurie Jinkins, has homicides.)
said she would not refused to hear in the committee. If she doesn’t 2798 – Creates the “Sugar -Warnings police” to help improve citizens
hear the bill in that committee, it cannot pass in the conventional health. Does someone really believe this would make a difference in
method. A House member would have to pull it directly from the the diabetes toll? It would simply be another agency with punitive
introduction to the floor, which can be done according to House powers for non-compliance!
rules, though it’s not a common occurrence. It would be preferable 5655 – More state funds to go toward housing supplements for
that Rep. Jinkins schedules a hearing for the bill, but it must be promoting home ownership for households at or below eighty percent
scheduled and heard by February 5th in order for this effort to of median family income
remain alive.
6174 – Any initiative must list the amount of tax increases that the
As with any other bill, identical language would have to be measure will impose.
introduced by a bill in the Senate and pass through the policy 6429 – “The legislature intends to help increase academic
committee in step 3 [To review the process by which a bill becomes performance, improve graduation rates, and reduce health problems”
a law go to http://leg.wa.gov/legislature/Pages/Bill2Law.aspx ] by by starting public school one hour later. (Of course they could fix this
February 5th.
perceived problem for three fourths of the year by stopping the
SB 6548 contains very similar language to the HB2589, but it imposition of Daylight Savings Time and we could all improve our
doesn’t contain an exemption allowing minor children and disabled well being.) It is micro-managing nonsense to stack two inconsistent
people from being allowed to use the opposite-gender bathroom, as laws on top of each other.
Rep. Hunt’s bill contains. This bill has been introduced in the Senate
6481 - “Washington Promise Program” attempts to make the first two
and will be heard in the Senate Law and Justice Committee on
years of college courses affordable and accessible. The first section
Monday, February 1st, at 1:30 pm. Concerned citizens can attend
of the bill says that the bill applies to citizens of Washington State, but
this committee hearing and make calls to members on the committee.
All of the bills focused on this effort contain the application section indicates that it applies to ANY RESIDENTS
provisions to repeal the dangerous policy enacted of Washington State. This suggests that undocumented aliens benefit
by the Human Rights Commission. Even if one or equally with citizens. Further, the bill requires a GPA of only 2.0 – a
all of these bills passed through both chambers, “C” average – hardly what one would consider adequate to justify a
they must be signed into law by Governor Jay scholarship. Since grants under this act are based on financial need
Inslee, who, while he has declined to comment, has alone, I believe this gives advantage to non-citizens over tax-paying
not been sympathetic of public safety concerns. Of citizens.
course, in election years, politicians’ actions are 6542 - See Section 1.9.B of this bill.
often unpredictable, as many are worried about
• How can this be illegal: "(iii) Inducing any person to cease or
re-election — that’s why the volume of phone calls and emails is so
refrain from economically supporting any entity."
important to these efforts.
At the same time this is legal: "(f) ...soliciting support for or
•
●
From Family Policy Institute of Washington
opposition to any political party, candidate, or ballot measure,"
●
http://www.fpiw.org/blog/2016/01/29/bathroom-rule-clearing-up-c
Who is going to determine whether it is more likely to "harass,
•
onfusion-on-the-legislative-response/
stalk, threaten, or intimidate any person" to be (1) told they can
be free of [SEIU] payments for political lobbing or (2) told
they should support [SEIU's] political agenda when they
disagree with it?
This
bill
reeks of vengeance toward personal preferences, and not a
For actual text of bills, the Washington State Legislature “Bill
sense
of
justice
for citizens.
Information” page at http://app.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/ provides a
6493
“employee
reproductive choice act,” makes it an “unfair
straightforward means to access a bill by entering it's number. For
practice”
for
an
employer
“to fail to provide contraceptive coverage at
easier, alternate perspectives, consider the following Internet resources:
● Washington Policy Center’s bill tracking site called Washington Vote at
no cost to the employee”. . .“pursuant to the affordable care act.” The
http://washingtonpolicy.org/
affordable care act specifically mentions twenty different kinds of
● The Freedom Foundation's presentation on state Budget increases over
birth control an employer must be willing to pay for.
●

●
●

the years at http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/
Alliance Defending Freedom, defending the freedom for your right to
freely live out your faith., http://www.adflegal.org/
Heritage Foundation at http://www.heritage.org/\
Family Policy Institute of Washington at www.fpiw.org

One who turns away his ear from hearing
the law, Even his prayer is an abomination.
(Pr 28:9, NKJV)

"The problem with socialism is that you eventually run out of other people’s money." -- Margaret Thatcher

IMMUNIZATION
HB2009 - Eliminates the philosophical or personal objection exemption from child immunization requirements. In short, it fails to
respect parents' responsibility and rights in rearing their children. This has become a very divisive question in other states and will undoubtedly
reappear again in front of our legislators. This divisiveness is the result of a couple of very important issues: 1) If the immunizations fully
protected children from the diseases under consideration, there would be no need to worry on the part of parents because no matter who else
did or didn't vaccinate, their child would be protected; 2) If the vaccines were considered completely safe, no parent would be compelled to
make this wrenching decision to not vaccinate.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), makes it plain that vaccines have varying effectiveness. For example, in a
2006 study of an outbreak of mumps in eleven states they discovered: “In Iowa, preliminary vaccination data were reported through May 3,
2006.† Among 1,192 patients, 69 (6%) were unvaccinated, 141 (12%) had received 1 dose of measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine,
and 607 (51%) had received 2 doses of MMR vaccine; the vaccination status of 375 (31%) patients, the majority of whom were adults who did
not have vaccination records, was unknown” [http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5520a4.htm] The CDC page on vaccine
effectiveness says that the flu vaccine is 50% effective. To them, that means that your chance of having to visit your doctor or emergency room
is cut in half if you have had the vaccine, UNLESS the flu bug with which you fought was never included in the original creation of the
vaccine. This last problem, as it was encountered in the 2014 vaccine, accounts for the reported effectiveness of 2014-15 flu shot being less
than 20% effective—the manufacturers missed the relevant type of flu in the making of the vaccine. Furthermore, in their collection of
statistics the CDC fails entirely to note what percentage of general unvaccinated population ever comes down with the flu—it certainly
wouldn't be nearly the one half that is reported among those vaccinated. With the recently created “live attenuated flu vaccine,” they presently
even warn you that you could be contagious for the week following the vaccination. This means, of course, that many more people are exposed
to the flu contagion that ever in previous years.
The CDC's Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) site reported 558,239 cases of adverse affects from immunizations
treated in emergency rooms across the nation in 2014. Some dismiss this information as “anecdotal.” Naturally, if someone gets the flu
vaccine and dies of a heart attack you could consider that “anecdotal.” But how many times would it have to happen in one year before
someone might suspect that the two could be related? After looking over 30,000 or so of these reports, I stopped counting at five deaths
following flu vaccinations reported in 2014 simply because I don't have the number of hours to study the whole record—558,239 cases!
On the other hand, the very unsafe vaccine, Guardisil, has been looked at more carefully by others. See the see illustrated summary below
found at: http://vaxtruth.org/
The tie between autism and vaccinations continues to be a major concern after whistle-blowers came forward in 2014 from the CDC study
done in 2009, which, upon reanalysis using the entire collection of data, demonstrated a connection between the incidence of autism with the
dates
of
receiving
MMR
vaccine
among
males,
but
especially
black
males.
See
http://translationalneurodegeneration.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/2047-9158-3-16 A practical proof of the ties between the vaccine
and autism is demonstrated by the cure-rate of chelation therapy, during which heavy metals are withdrawn from the body. Among the autistic
children treated early, 85% can find relief from their autistic symptoms. Earlier vaccines, according the CDC reports, contained overdoses of
mercury. As they attempted to eliminate mercury from the vaccines, they increased the amounts of aluminum. It has been CDC, itself, reporting
on the amount of aluminum in vaccines which has pointed to a problem of overdosing the small bodies of infants. (Hopefully, you understand
the destruction of neuron growth done by aluminum or mercury? If not further research would be suggested.)
Content of vaccines can be found at http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/vac-gen/additives.htm. Many of them could be considered a health risk
or in the case of fetal tissue a moral objection. Human protein factors, or bovine protein or pork protein should all immediately be in question
for causing one kind of inflammation or another in the human body. Many still contain the mercury compound, thimerosal. Formaldehyde,
aluminum potassium sulfate, ammonium sulfate are some of the poisonous compounds used in the vaccines. Some even list fetal cells of
various kinds. Monkey kidney cells are still used even though they are known (for the last 60 years) to contain the retroviruses. All vaccines list
the medium upon which the viruses are grown but some are more specific about the genetics of the medium as in the cases of animal protein.
All these animal proteins used as the medium for virus growth are suspect for introducing latent viruses into the human body. These viruses are
connected with auto-immune deficiencies of various kinds and manifest in such things as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. Contents of
immunizations are explained at http://vaxtruth.org/2011/08/vaccine-ingredients/.
The risks involved in immunization preclude any state's forcing a one-size-fits-all vaccination plan. Every parent must give informed
consent to any medical plan. This will only be possible when parents are openly given published results of scientifically done studies on
effectiveness and safety of immunizations. “This battle is not about an anti- or pro- vaccine position. It is a battle over freedom, values and
beliefs. What is at risk is your ability as a parent and individual to decide what medical risks you are willing to accept - vaccination is the
forefront of this battle.” http://www.nvic.org/nvic-vaccine-news/march-2015/adults-targeted-for-vaccine-compliance-by-feds.aspx

A woman in a hot air balloon realized she was lost. She lowered altitude
and spotted a man in a boat below. She shouted to him, "Excuse me, can you
help me? I promised a friend I would meet him an hour ago, but I don't know
where I am."
The man consulted his portable GPS and replied, "You're in a hot air
balloon approximately 30 feet above a ground elevation of 2,346 feet above
sea level. You are 31 degrees, 14.97 minutes north latitude and 100 degrees,
49.09 minutes west longitude."
She rolled her eyes and said, "You must be a Republican."
"I am," replied the man. "How did you know?"
"Well," answered the balloonist, "everything you told me is technically
correct, but I have no idea what to make of your information, and I'm still lost.
Frankly, you've not been much help to me."
The man smiled and responded, "You must be a Democrat."
"I am," replied the balloonist. "But how did you know?"
"Well," said the man, "You don't know where you are or where you're
going. You've risen to where you are due to a large quantity of hot air. You've
made a promise that you have no idea how to keep, and now you expect ME to
solve your problem. You're in EXACTLY the same position you were in before
we met, but somehow, now, it's MY fault.
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